Stay of Distinction at
Le Germain Hotel Calgary
4 days / 3 nights

$

430
From

Double occupancy - Valid for stays from
January 5 to April 30, 2022

Calgary has the heart of a small town and the
entertainment of a big city. Between the street
festivals, nightlife and all the things to do outside, the
“work hard, play hard” approach is in the veins of this
city. Want proof? Every July, the Calgary Stampede
turns the city into a Wild West-inspired playground.
It’s 10 days of free pancakes galore.
Nestled at the foot of the Calgary Tower, steps from
the Arts Commons center, TELUS Convention Centre
and Stephen Avenue Walk, the hotel features 143
boldly designed guest rooms nestled in a complex
fully equipped with state-of-the-art technology

The package includes :

• 3 nights stay in a Classic Room at Le Germain
Hotel Calgary
• 3 breakfasts
• 1 admission ticket to Heritage Park
• Taxes and service charges

designed to save energy and enhance your
comfort. The hotel is an hour’s drive from the Rocky
Mountains. Stay downtown to enjoy Calgary’s
delicious restaurants and attractions, then spend the
day in Banff. The best of both worlds!

Day1
After arriving at the Hotel Germain Calgary and settle
into your room, the rest of the day is at leisure
Why not explore the Inglewood neighborhood? This
charming neighborhood adjacent to the Bow River
is well worth a visit. Inglewood is Calgary’s oldest
neighborhood and now boasts some lovely stores and
restaurants.
Overnight : Le Germain Hotel Calgary – Classic Room
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Day 2

Day 3

Today, step back in time at Heritage Park, Canada’s
largest living history museum that connects people to
the settlement of Western Canada. The historic village
depicts life as it was between the 1860s and 1930s.
Costumed interpreters tell the story of Western
Canada, while visitors can enjoy a variety of activities
including steamboat rides, a paddle-wheel boat and
an antique carnival.

Today is a day at leisure. If you want to indulge yourself
– consider the hotel spa which has a full range of
services or get some exercise in the fully equipped
gym. For those you wish to explore more of Calgary ,
the hotel concierge can help with advice on the tours
available ($).

At the end of the day return to the hotel.
Overnight : Le Germain Hotel Calgary – Classic
Room

Overnight : Le Germain Hotel Calgary – Classic Room

Day 4
After breakfast, if your departure schedule allows, leave
your luggage at the hotel while you do a little
shopping at the CORE shopping center with its 160+
stores including the flagship Holt Renfrew and Harry
Rosen stores.

Please note that due to the current situation,
program activities are subject to change.

Rates 4 days / 3 nights
Dates

Per person in single occupancy

Per person in double occupancy

January 5 to April 30, 2022

$ 825

$ 430

Signature Room Supplement

$ 125

$ 60

Privilege Room Supplement

$ 205

$ 105

Prices do not include the contribution to the travel agency customer compensation fund of $0.35 per $1,000 for Quebec travel agencies.
This amount will automatically be added to your invoice
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